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Hand woven fabrics and embroidery are known to be some of the most ancient form of handicraft nurtured in almost every corner of Indian subcontinent. Embroidery is often an expression of the maker especially women depicting their emotions on fabric and their lived histories. Usefulness of this form of decoration is reflected in the fabrics used in clothing for humans as well as domesticated animals, household articles and decorations in temples. Besides being practical, these ethnic embroideries have symbolic and traditional purposes. It expresses several cultural metaphors of a community. It is also one of most distinct forms to study flora and fauna of the period in which the craft is created. In rural tradition, embroidery is featured as dowry goods, wedding paraphernalia, for rituals and as symbolic of ethnic identity.

Phulkari: An Expression of Punjabi Women

Punjabi women’s upbringing orients them to decorate their surroundings and lives using stitching and embroidery skills showcasing their creative abilities. One of such vent is floral decoration of cloth using embroidery known as Phulkari. Scholars like K.C. Aryan, Nasreen and Rosemary believe that this form of craft emerged as ‘domestic necessity’ where as some others argue that other than being made for domestic usage, rural women also took order and embroidered Phulkari for sellers in the markets or for large landowners on commission basis. Nevertheless, even if this art form was a result of ‘domestic necessity’, its vivacity, beauty and innovativeness are extraordinary. The red and orange wraps, 2.30 meters by about 1.40 meters, were produced with extreme love and care and were ‘essential dowry needlework of the Punjabi farming women.' Over the years and largely due to market forces, personal and ritual value of this traditional wrap may have declined but its significance in the life of an average Punjabi woman continues to inspire several texts comprising of literature, poetry and oral folklore.

The Phulkari shawl is commonly described as a spectacular piece of head cloth (odhini) vividly ornamented with birds, flowers and human figures embroidered conventionally on a base of hand woven Khaddar. The word meaning ‘flower working’ or Phulkari initially referred to any form of embroidery but later came to specify only embroidered odhnis, or

---


wraps that were used by Punjabi women irrespective of their religious affiliations to cover their head and shoulders. As a wrap, it was worn with an ankle length gathered skirt (ghagra) and a close-fitting bodice (choli). Natives of Punjab also made a distinction between intricate silken thread embroidered Baghs (garden) and sparingly embroidered Phulkaris. Uniqueness of Phulkari lies in the intricacy of embroidery through the skillful manipulation of the darning stitch, which is done from the wrong side of fabric by counting yarns, where one pattern was separated from the other by single yarn made it difficult to discern if this was a painted or embroidered creation. Shukla Das has compared baghs with a tapestry of velvet sheen. In local parlance such fabric was often referred as ‘makhmali’ or ‘like chenille.’

Figure 1: Phulkari embroidered with darning stitch: Right and wrong side of the embroidered Khaddar fabric

The ground Khadi fabric customarily used for this form of embroidery was made with home grown and home spun cotton and was usually dyed with madder to a deep reddish-brown or rich earth red or sometimes an indigo blue or black shade; red symbolizing being married, power and passion and indigo blue associated with blue-black Krishna. Extant Phulkaris varied extensively: in design and colour, as also in the types of fabric, method of fabrication

---

6 Prem Nath, Resurgent Punjab (Chandigarh: Public Relations Department Punjab, 1956), 27.
and size. Embroidery was conventionally almost always done with yellow or golden or ivory white silk thread.\textsuperscript{15} Contrasting shades were used on the borders to enhance inner designs. \textit{Phulkari} and its variations \textit{Bagh}, \textit{Chope} and \textit{Tool} were traditionally related to rituals and were ornamented keeping the wearer or the object in view.

Embroidery in Punjab was a community activity. Women would sit in groups and embroider during their leisure hours talking to each other. Each piece of embroidery became a canvas personifying individual imagination and skill.\textsuperscript{16} Togetherness inculcates feeling of caring, sharing, exchange of ideas, neighbourliness, bonding and the fact that both Hindu and Muslim women residing in proximity embroidered together, communal harmony in the region was exemplary. Devayani Mitra elaborates that though there was a wide spread of regional areas where \textit{Phulkaris} and \textit{Baghs} were stitched by women, but there existed a regional variation especially those produced in West Punjab were considered to be fine and of best quality as compared to the East Punjab.\textsuperscript{17}

There were dozens of highly imaginative \textit{Phulkari} patterns: geometrical shapes including lozenges, squares, triangles forming various designs as kites, peacock, rolling pin, train, vegetables, fruits, kitchen equipments, as well as figured designs and familiar objects in the rural environment as animals, plants, farm, fields, sun, moon, jasmine, marigold flowers, cotton balls, comb, mirror, dagger, waves of the sea,\textsuperscript{18} jewellery like \textit{hansali, tika, karda},\textsuperscript{19} folk depictions as village scenes and humans either prepared by counting the yarns or tracing the complicated designs in outline with black ink and then filling them in with darning stitch.\textsuperscript{20} These designs and motifs are an expression of the embroiderer’s thoughts and aspirations or observations of life around her.

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Figure 2: Phulkari with peacocks} 
\caption{Figure 3: Bagh with zig zag pattern}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{15} Colours used for embroidery were often described as marigold and jasmine, or wheat and barley, relating these to flowers or crops, symbolizing the agricultural tradition of the region. T.G. Singh, "A Wrap of Blessings." In \textit{Embroidery in Asia:Sui Dhaga:Crossing Boundaries Through Needle and Thread}, ed. Kapila Vatsyayan (New Delhi: Wisdom Tree, 2010),11.
\textsuperscript{16} Brijbhushan, \textit{Indian Embroidery},30.
\textsuperscript{18} Pal,\textit{The phulkari-a lost craft},24.
\textsuperscript{20} Hitkari, \textit{Phulkari: The Folk Art of Punjab},29.
Effect of Colonization on *Phulkari*

*Phulkaris* and *Baghs* that a bride acquired as a part of her trousseau - the number and the heaviness of embroidery, was a reflection of bride’s talent and the training she received from her mother. There was a trend of giving at least twenty-one *Phulkaris* in trousseau during the nineteenth century.\(^{21}\) Even financial status was reflected through the intricacy and amount of silk floss used in embroidering *Phulkari*. The maternal mother, grandmother used to take special pains, care, interest, attention and pride in embroidering the same. Punjabi girl from an early age had also to work on it, which showed her skill, creativity and hard work representing her eligibility as bride.

With the coming of the colonial appreciation\(^ {22}\) of *Phulkari* embroidery, also came the decline of *Phulkari* embroidery for personal and ceremonial purpose.\(^ {23}\) *Phulkari* was taken by the British to various exhibitions not for exhibiting the rich tradition of embroidery popular in both East and West Punjab in pre-partition India, but also with the intent to explore its commercial viability in the International market. It was not that there were no admirers of this embroidery as is evidenced in George Watt’s catalogue to the exhibition of Indian Art held in Delhi in 1903 in which, he categorically insists on the need to study Hazara *Phulkaris* in particular.\(^ {24}\) But it was the commercial aspect of it that encouraged women to embroider for payment\(^ {25}\) that was earlier unknown to them. Poverty was one of the potent factors that forced women to sell their treasures of textiles. Prior to its commercialization in the colonial era, women embroidered as a leisure activity, but now demands of the market and revenue generated from its sale reduced it to a routine affair to be pursued under pressures of deadlines and for an unknown customer.

Other factors responsible for the decline of this form of embroidery in rural hinterland of Punjab were the arrival of cotton fabric and embroidery thread from Europe. *Phulkari* was

---

\(^{21}\)Few crafts women from the field voiced that twentyone was a small number and they prepared even more number of *Phulkaris* for their trousseau, many of these were used as a wrap by them after marriage and many were gifted to their in-law’s close relatives.


earlier embroidered on home grown, home spun and woven fabric. The entire process was cost effective and it continued to occupy woman’s domestic space as leisure and recreational activity. But when home production of cotton went out of business and thread became expensive, gradual waning in the production of wrap for personal use became understandable. Flora Anne Steel, one of the foremost chroniclers of the Phulkari discusses decline in the quality of embroidery:

The cause of this disastrous effect on the craft also lies in the abandonment of the coarse fabric Khaddar and substitution of foreign cloths, markin, salu, or at best a flimsy chausi. Moreover this change has been brought about, first, by the desire of the women for a lighter head covering; secondly by the comparative difficulty of procuring strong yet even ‘home spun’ now-a days; but chiefly of late years by the senseless objections of buyers who do not understand the necessity of a coarse fabric. The real Phulkari stitch is fast dying out in almost all areas except few-like Rohtak, Hissar, Hazara and remote and inaccessible areas of some districts.

British policy towards procurement of cotton also became a major deterrent in the survival of this ethnic craft for local use. Giorgio Riello demonstrates in his work, how production, exchange and consumption of one specific commodity-cotton textiles-came to influence vast areas of the world. Europeans started to re-interpret commodities to suit their taste though a process of selection and modification of the original designs. These were conceived to be ‘stimulants’ which became integral parts of a shifting material culture. Promotion of machine made textiles to local populations in Punjab at cheaper rates also contributed to the steady decline of the hand embroidery on cotton. P.N. Mago contends that end of handmade traditions became inevitable because of intervention of machines in the hand crafted work.

This gradual decline in the quality of fabric and neatness in embroidery reached its zenith in the beginning of the twentieth century. Largely poor women for earning some money for their survival now embroidered Phulkari. Many women started selling fine quality embroidered pieces that they had either inherited or embroidered to traders for what they believed was a profit.

---

26 Askari and Crill, Colours of the Indus: Costumes and Textiles of Pakistan, 14.
29 T.N. Mukharji quotes Kipling (1888) in his book where usage of Phulkari is mentioned by Jat women as ohrni, bodices, petticoats whereas Europeans converted this wrap into a form of curtain. The initial initiatives of commodification of this form were undertaken by various agencies like Industrial and mission schools where efforts were made to produce Europeanized versions of the Phulkari. Firms at Amritsar like Devi Sahai and Chamba Mal, or Devi Sahai and PrabhuDayal took orders for Phulkari on any size or shape of cloth for special uses. T.N. Mukharji, Art-Manufactures of India (Calcutta: The Superintendent of Government Printing, 1888), 376.
31 Ibid., 19.
33 Hitkari reveals that Sikh and Brahmin women from poor families in her mother’s village prepared Phulkaris and Baghs for others during their leisure time in the second decade of the twentieth century. Hitkari, Phulkari: The Folk Art of Punjab, 51.
Further ruination of the craft came with the partition of India. Jamila Brijbhushan writes, “When refugees poured into India in 1947 these textiles were sold in great quantities to bring in necessities of daily life.”\(^{34}\) The craft of \textit{Phulkari} almost went into oblivion during independence struggle. Punjab witnessed ethnic strife and communal violence and division of not only territories but also traditions and handicrafts. Sensitive to this decline, several connoisseurs of craft made efforts to revive the tradition in Post-Independent India.

**Globalization and Revival of Phulkari**

Hitkari converses that after independence industrialization, influence of western culture through films, radio and television promoted materialism and consumerism resulting in the decline of traditional art and craft.\(^{35}\) \textit{Phulkaris} and \textit{Baghs} were confined to the old trunks, brought out occasionally to air or to be sold in times of dire needs to vendors. Light weight and finely woven fabrics like organdie, chiffon, georgette or machine made polyester, rayon and wool with machine embroidery flooded Indian markets. Spinning at home along with the spinning wheel was gradually confined to the realm of history with its symbolic revocation with freedom movement and Gandhi. People like Kamala Devi Chattopadhaya, Pupul Jaykar and organizations like Crafts council, Regional design and weaving centers made concerted and deliberate attempts to preserve traditional crafts and made genuine efforts to revive these with the support of the state funding.\(^{36}\) Mrinal Kanti elaborates the joint endeavors of the ‘Handloom Board’ and ‘Handicrafts Board’ for encouraging local weavers and artisans all over India in forming cooperatives, bringing the best of indigenous designs out of them.\(^{37}\) Separate department of Handicrafts were created, Museums exhibiting rare specimens of embroidery were granted space and state support. Commercial arm for promoting ethnic crafts in the form of state emporiums was established in the commercial hub of the capital city Delhi. Presidential awards were announced for master craft persons from different field at regular intervals.

Exigencies of livelihood and waning interest in the commercial value of \textit{Phulkari} also affected the traditional methods of teaching of craft from one generation to another. Revivalist insisted on original form wanting the embroidery to be done only on \textit{Khaddar} with silken floss thread (\textit{Pat}) from the wrong side of the cloth by counting of threads. There were few traditional hands available to meet this expectation. Designers from India and abroad bought old \textit{Phulkari} and \textit{Baghs} from vendors at a pittance and cut these into pieces and re-embellished them in their designer outfits without acknowledging its original form or its ethnicity.

**Change in Material, Methods and Design**

The process of reviving \textit{Phulkari} brought a perceptive change in the choice of fabrics being used for embroidery in the middle of the twentieth century. It was a consequence of multiple factors that included affordability, convenience of embroidery and changing fashion trends. In the first phase of commoditization of this style of embroidery in the colonial period,

\(^{34}\) Brijbhushan, \textit{Indian Embroidery}, 33.


\(^{36}\) Ibid., 11-12.

gradual substitution of fabric happened. Innovations in its usage from a traditional wrap to bedsheets, curtains, cushion covers to ladies shawls and coats required experimentation with the fabric too. Convenience of embroidering on Khaddar restricted commercial production on other fabrics. Qualitative difference in fabric use occurred in the second phase of commercialization of the embroidery. Customs started changing in several parts of East Punjab after independence. Women used heavy Phulkari wraps to not only cover their head and face but also upper parts of their body. Literacy and exposure to formal education gave younger women the option to wear headscarf in lighter material. Tradition of women wearing veil also started waning and formal wraps became lightweight dupattas. Over the years as the embroidery moved in the mass production mode, fabric range also expanded: from Khaddar to fabrics including chiffon, chinnon chiffon, georgette, crepe, silk, cotton voile, lizzy bizzy, casement etc.

Commercial or mass production on these varied fabrics adapted simple procedures and of these, most significant was printing of motifs before being embroidered. This process of printing in East Punjab followed by embroidery is just fifty to sixty years old as responded by few artisans from Patiala. It may be more because a renowned printer from Patiala (sixty years old) revealed that he learnt this art of printing from his father who was also a known printer of the region. Some of the women responded that they usually embroidered articles out of sheer imagination and sometimes by outlining the design with charcoal or pencils copying from others work. In order to have even product and faster production there was introduction of block printing on Phulkari base. These motifs are drawn or traced on the fabric or on paper. These designs are also transferred on wooden blocks for quick replication through printing.

Commoditization has also added numerous colours to this traditional craft. Colour palette of the contemporary form of Phulkari is elaborate as compared to the traditional ones.

---


40 A city in Punjab: hub of phulkari making.
Availability of the embroidery thread in enumerable colours, the changed lifestyle, and the designer approach has redrafted the essence of this style of ornamentation of fabric for variety of usage. Many Punjabi households are re-incorporating the traditional Phulkari wrap in certain ceremonies but the colour of the fabrics used and that of embroidery have become speckled.

The base colour of the fabric defines the tones to be used for embroidery as responded by the artisans from the field. For a lighter base colour, embroidery yarn is to be in contrasting colours like red, maroon, green etc. Whereas for a darker base, one of the coloured threads should match the colour of the base fabric to have an appealing effect. Women love to experiment with colours, particularly if they are embroidering for a loved one. But in case of embroidering for the market, customer choices have become far more nuanced. Traditional form of this embroidery was always done in bright colours but now shades of grey, black, magenta, maroon, and turquoise blue as also pastel shades and numerous innovative hues are seen. Monochromatic colour schemes are also quite popular exhibiting changing choices. Colour schemes are finalized by the vendors and artisans have to abide by the instructions and variation of any kind is not acceptable.

Another important component of this form of embroidery are the yarns or the thread with which motif is filled after printing. Artisan’s individual choice for a particular kind of embroidery yarn or a particular brand of thread is also curtailed. Craftswoman accustomed to traditional method of Phulkari used untwisted silk floss (Pat) for enhancing the visual appeal of the embroidery but scientific advancements led to the introduction and usage of synthetic floss yarn. It is inexpensive and available in wide range of colours. Many a times artisans are also provided with twisted floss yarn or mercerized cotton yarn in order to achieve a different look of the Phulkari product.

The entire process of Phulkari embroidery is like a line arrangement. The line arrangement described by one of the respondents’ from field area is:

**Figure 8: Colour schemes on light and dark coloured base fabric of Phulkari**

Sourcing of fabric that is demand driven; blocking/printing with the required design by professional printers; decision for colour combination either by the designer or by the shopkeeper conferring to the choice of the customer; bulk products packed for distribution to middle agents; artisans working from homes or community spaces receive a packet marked for embroidery along with instruction for completing it within a stipulated period on a settled payment plan; middle agent returns to collect the embroidered packets after a stipulated period and delivers fresh ones; embroidered wraps, cushion covers or bedspreads are sent for finishing and embellishments with additional accessories if desired; final product is packaged and sent to the market.
In this customized small-scale industry like processing, procurements are made by the primary investor—the shopkeeper or the boutique owner.

Phulkari designs were traditionally geometric\(^{41}\) mostly squares, triangles, stripes, floral or waves\(^{42}\) and often symbolized objects in nature including celestial bodies like sun and moon to mundane objects like images on the playing cards.\(^{43}\) These designs also incorporate fields, crops, coins, cowrie shells,\(^{44}\) domestic and wild animals, birds\(^{45}\) in different sizes and from different angles or any other object either owned by the family or seen in their surroundings. These embroidered pieces were expositions of woman’s perceptions of her life and surroundings.

Traditional Phulkari embroidery was carried from the backside of the fabric but the present-day Phulkari work starts from the right side of the fabric that has been printed with the desired pattern or motifs.\(^{46}\) Artisans use two strands of untwisted silken floss thread in a darning needle and start the work without knotting with or without using the frame as per convenience of the artisan. Motifs of peacocks (\(\text{mor}\)); flowers—four and eight petal (\(\text{kanchanbuti}\)), triangular petal (\(\text{tikonibuti}\)), round petal (\(\text{golbuti}\)), leaves (\(\text{patta}\)) and geometrical shapes like square (\(\text{parantha}\)) that were largely inspired by nature continue to find favour with the artisans but printed designs have restrained their imagination.

![Figure 9: Motifs and designs of Phulkari](image)

\(\text{Top from left: Veil embroidered with Paranthabuti, Motif of Paranthabuti}\
\(\text{Bottom from left: Eight petalled flower, triangular petalled flower, flower created with chevrons arranged in the increasing order of their width from the edge to the centre of the motif, leaves, woman embroidering veil with peacock motifs}\)


\(^{43}\) Cooper and Gillow, *Arts and Crafts of India*, 91.


\(^{46}\) Though there are efforts from NGOs to revive the craft and train women to embroider Phulkari by counting yarns but from the right side of fabric.
Agencies of Revival

Commodification of marketable goods uses many instrumentalities to expand its reach. These external agencies include state, private enterprise and some influential fashion designers and local merchants. Government of India in the year 1952 established ‘The All India Handicrafts Board’ with the intent of finding some answers to several problems being faced by the handicraft workers in India. This board promoted handicrafts through interventions like many popular exhibitions and fairs at district, state and national level which provide a strong platform for craftsmen to sell their wares from various parts of India like *Surajkund crafts mela*, Haryana; *Kala Ghoda Art Festival*, Mumbai; *Pushkar Camel Fair*, Rajasthan etc. Creation of new markets has also helped in the revival of craft.⁴⁷

In addition to these annual exhibitions, government has also started several nodal avenues meant for exclusive sale of handicrafts and to encourage artisans to sell their products directly to the customers. One such venture was *Dilli Haat*,⁴⁸ established in 1994 by Delhi Tourism and Transportation Development Corporation (DTTDC) and Ministry of Textiles and Ministry of Tourism, Government of India operates in the capital city of New Delhi and mirrors ethnic India. This was followed by *Dastkaar Bazaars* in Delhi, Andhra Pradesh and Ranthambore. Artisans from different parts of the country come, participate, display and sell their products. The idea was to promote ethnic culture and create ethnic habitats in the heart of metropolis and urban complexes; far from their original habitats.

![Figure 10: Glimpses of various fairs where artisans participate to sell Phulkari products](image)

Another external intervention made by the state to further the process of commoditization, purportedly to protect artisans interest through the agency of Self-Help Groups⁴⁹. These groups are made by various organizations like KVIC,⁵⁰ NABARD,⁵¹ Ministry of Textiles etc. In many cases NGOs are involved in creating awareness; some of them are entrusted the task

---


⁴⁸It is a venue to display crafts, music, dance and cultural festivals of India. Only artisans registered with Development Commissioner (Handicrafts) are allowed to get stalls at *Dilli Haat*.

⁴⁹Small homogenous and affinity group of rural poor generally not exceeding twenty members, voluntarily coming together with the motive of saving small amounts regularly, contributing to a common fund for meeting their emergency needs, collective decision making, solving conflicts through collective leadership and mutual discussion and providing collateral free loans with terms decided by the group at market driven rates. Arpita Sharma, *Women Empowerment through microfinance and SHGs* (New Delhi: Sonali Publications, 2012),11-12.

⁵⁰Khadi and Village Industries Commission

⁵¹National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development
of motivating artisans especially those belonging to low income group to voluntarily become part of Self-Help Groups. Members of these groups work together under the guidance of a counselor that helps not only with designs and ideas but also facilitates sale of the products made by them and it provides livelihood and financial independence to these women.\textsuperscript{52}

With the commodification of Phulkari, many women adopted this craft initially as a hobby but later it became a full-fledged profession and has helped these women in realizing their capabilities and becoming successful entrepreneurs. The other way to interpret is that because of adoption of embroidery or Phulkari as a profession by many women, the craft has flourished. Other than these entrepreneurs, many designers have also contributed in the revival of Phulkari taking it to the ramp. There is immense hope and future for a craft that originated centuries ago and continues to flourish irrespective of several hurdles in its journey.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure11}
\caption{Variety in Phulkari products}
\end{figure}
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